
Overcome Project Management Complexity 
and Extend the Power of Microsoft Teams
Transform your Teams experience with an intelligent collaboration 
toolset for modern project and work management. Help your team 
or organization unlock the full potential of Microsoft technologies 
across a variety of workstreams.

Challenges

72%

Innovative-e can help customers accomplish more with Microsoft

Today, collaboration is happening in real time, but the project and work management that govern 
it stand apart from the actual work that is taking place. Formal project and work management roles 
address critical issues, but their toolset provides limited collaboration capabilities. Nontraditional 
project and work management roles are managing significant work and making decisions without 
visibility through the organization.

of US executives are 
planning to invest in tools 
for virtual collaboration to 
support hybrid work
PwC’s US Remote Work Survey, 
January 2021
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5 signs that Innovative-e can help
• You want to migrate to the cloud and modernize legacy project 

management 

• You want to leverage existing Microsoft investments 

• You want a holistic view of the work being done

• You want to unlock the value of digital transformation

• You want the benefits of modern collaboration tools

Centralize project and 
work management
Integrate with Microsoft 
Teams to keep company 
efforts and information 
consolidated.

Modernize cloud-based 
collaboration
Empower everyone to easily 
participate however required in all 
project and work management.

Drive decisions from 
valuable insights
Optimize business decisions 
across your organization with 
real-time insights. 



Unlock these benefits

Drive Microsoft product growth with Innovative-e
Leverage Microsoft products in key projects within organizations and drive adoption of tools like 
Microsoft 365, PowerApps, Teams, and Project with a Teams-centric project management toolset that 
connects you within the Microsoft ecosystem.

Empower your organization’s best ideas, key insights, and strongest work
Transform project and work management into a competitive advantage with a cloud-based modern 
collaboration toolset that engages everyone in their core objectives. Empower your organization/
team with technology that enables collaboration without constant maintenance and improves PM 
capabilities throughout their organization. The outcome is access to valuable knowledge and insights 
from project and work management to make informed decisions that advance their business.

Enable PM functions 
organization-wide

Consolidate and migrate 
PM to the cloud

Transform Teams into a 
unified PM hub

Make data-driven 
decisions with confidence

Drive collaboration 
through Teams, anywhere

Modernize legacy processes 
with automation

Get started

Leverage the combined value of Microsoft and Innovative-e to start making project and work 
management a competitive advantage. Innovative-e is the partner that provides customers with a full 
range of project management capabilities, including data categorization and reporting, to all levels of 
project worker roles through Microsoft Teams.
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Get connected
Teams4PM.com

LEARN MORE

2022 Partner of the Year Finalist
Customer Experience
Project and Portfolio Management
2021 Partner of the Year Finalist
Project and Portfolio Management
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Modern Workplace - Project and Portfolio Management
2019 Partner of the Year Finalist
Project and Portfolio Management
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